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Flatout 4 total insanity ps4 trophy guide

Tricks, game codes, unlockables, tips, Easter eggs, glitches, guides, step-by-step procedures, trophies, achievements, screenshots, videos, and more for Flatout 4: Total Insanity on Playstation 4. Browse using the buttons above or scroll down to browse the Flatout 4: Total Insanity tricks we have available for Playstation 4. The most reliable items get the most inches up from our users and appear closer to
the top! We have currently sent 2 user entries for this game on this platform. If you have something more to share send it here! Genre: Racing Platforms: PC, Xbox One, Ratings for PlayStation 4: PEGI 12, ESRB RP First Release (Any Platform): We also have a page for this game on.... There are 21 unlockable cars in the campaign, but the game doesn't provide instructions on how to unlock them.
Fortunately, the publisher revealed the responses online. To unlock these cars, you will have to complete the following challenges in Flatout mode or complete career levels (all cups on a certain page for its category) by obtaining a gold rating: Derby Fedora X7 - Challenge 11 Shoven Doop - Career Derby Level 1 Gov'nor 500 – Challenge 7 Quarterback – Career Derby Level 1 Preacher – Career Derby
Level 2 Anger M200 – Challenge 5 Ice Machine – Career Derby Level 2 Classic Suburbia TJ – Challenge 16 Cookie – Career Classic Level 1 Alpha R477 – Career Classic Scoundrel level 1 Zen - Challenge 24 Blackwood Turbo - Career Classic Level 2 Rage 72 - Career Classic Level 2 Words 4000 - Challenge 21 All Stars Big House '52 - Career All Star Level 2 Juggernaut 5 – Challenge 33 Fin Du Monde
– Career All Star Level 1 Gremlin DS – Challenge 28 Coffin 46 – Career All Star Level 1 Frenzy M600 – Challenge 42 Rocket Sorbet Van – Career All Star Level 2 By : Samantha Lienhard Thank you for your vote! Stunt Mode Comment Mini-Games Hints In addition to the main events, there are also several mini-game events available in Stunt mode, where you try to complete certain games by performing
stunts. Stunt mode mini-games are as follows; Total destruction (12,000 points for gold), Cup Pong (600 points for gold), High Jump (100 meters for gold), Rings of Fire (1400 points for gold), Stone Jump (1000 points for gold), Curl (275 points for gold), Baseball (556 points for gold), Golf (400 points for gold), Finnish Pins (25 points for gold), Football (300 points for gold), Billiards (300 points for gold) , and
Long Jump (350 meters for gold). Although most of these aren't events that traditionally involve driving, they're adapted here so you have to throw your driver from the car in specific ways to earn points. The more points you earn or the better the distance you reach, depending on the game, the better your leaderboard will be at the end. The video below includes gold scores for each stunt mini-game, so you
have problems with one of them, take a look to see what techniques can help. Di: Samantha Lienhard Thank you for your vote! Comment During this phase I will make your way Career. There are 3 different classes (Derby, Classic and AllStar) that consist of 8 cups, 4 time trials and 4 Arena survivors each. At first there is only one unlocked cup and you need to get at least the bronze in this cup to unlock the
next one. Keep in mind that you need to earn gold in each event to unlock Speed Junkie. Also focus on reaching the podium in 10 consecutive races to unlock on the podium. Under Road Attack you can find a video for all time trials. For more tips on this mode you will be asked to go to Tips &amp; Strategies. FlatOut mode consists of 42 challenges divided into Stunt, Beat the Bomb, Carnage, Deathmatch,
and Keep the Flag. The hardest ones are definitely Beat the Bomb, as you have very limited time to reach the next checkpoint and acrobatics. Not everyone is available from the beginning. The more points you earn in those challenges, the more unlocked they will be. Again, you need to get gold in all of them. Check out Tips &amp; Strategies for general tips on this mode and Stuntman Master for a video
that should help you get gold in all stunts and Lightening Master for a video of all beat the bomb races. After you finish Career and FlatOut mode, all cars must be unlocked and ready to purchase. Unfortunately career is the only way you earn money and you won't have enough after completing each event to buy all the cars. The fastest ways to earn money would be to play the Ace Of Race AllStar Cup or
the Corrosive Liquids Storage ICP stopwatch. As soon as you have enough money, buy all the remaining cars and upgrade an AllStar car to the max if still needed. Now I should have got most of all the trophies already. The trophies listed below are the ones you may have missed. After unlocking them, you should have a new gloss. Cups consist of normal races and some races in Assault mode. After each
race you get points depending on your position at the end of the race. The maximum is 12 Points, for the first place, and the minimum is 1, to reach the last place. You have to be the first at the end of a cup to win it. The only difference between races and assault mode is that you have weapons in the latter. Don't waste time fighting your opponents in both modes. Instead, become a leader as soon as
possible. Use your push wisely. If you stimulate too much, you will crash for sure! It is better to choose a car at high speed, acceleration and handling for these races. These events are different from racing. You'll be in the arena and fighting your opponents again. You must be the last survivor to win these events. A car with high durability and durability is recommended. At first he tries to stay out of trouble.
Let the opponents take each other out. Eventually you can start destroying them. keep in mind that you have to hit an opponent every 45 seconds or you will be eliminated. You have to beat the target time. That's why you should choose a car with a high top acceleration and handling. Having a car with high nitro does not help, as you can not increase in these races. There are also no opponents in this
mode. If you're struggling with these, check out Road Attack for a video. FlatOut ModeStunts can be quite challenging, especially if you can't figure out the right technique. Expelling the driver at the correct angle is very important. Keep in mind that when your driver is in the air, you can check it out and give it an additional boost with. If you have a problem, go to Stuntman Master. There's a video that shows
you how to beat all the stunts. This mode is also quite difficult. You have very limited time to switch between checkpoints. If you can't do it in time, you're going to explode. The trick is to wisely use your push and try to avoid hitting walls and obstacles as much as possible. If you crash, you can restart the race immediately as crashing will cost you too much time. Go to Lightning Master for a video that shows
you how to beat the bomb. This mode is all about damage. The more damage you do by hitting opponents or breakable items, the more points you'll earn. You'll also get a few points and extra time every time you reach a checkpoint. If you are in one of the last places, your push will increase much faster and if you are in the top places, you will have a higher multiplier. To reach the target score it is better to
hit your opponents by staying in one of the best places to get a high multiplier. The highest multiplier is 5 (when you're in the lead) and you should aim for a multiplier of at least 4. At the beginning of each race stay still for a short time. This will quickly increase your push, you can hit your opponents at full speed. Try to hit as many opponents as possible as you move to the top. This will give you a huge
score, especially at the beginning. Next try to stay below the top 3, to get a high multiplier. Each checkpoint you reach will give you additional points and time. It's like Arena Survivor in your career, but this time you're not out when you destroy yourself. You will regenerate every time you are destroyed. For gold you have to reach 50,000 points in these events. Try to take out opponents as much as possible
for big points. There are also power-ups that will help you increase your score. Basically the same as Deathmatch but with a flag. Earn bonus points for flag pickup and retention. It is better to focus on destroying your opponents to try to get the flag. FlatOut PlatinumFlatOut Platinum 3.02%Ultra Rare CollectorBuy at least two cars in each class, Derby, Classic and AllStar 10.33%Rare Cars can only be
purchased in Career and you will find the in the garage. Each class has 9 different cars, which can be unlocked by proceeding in and FlatOut. The higher the class, the better and more expensive the cars will be. After purchasing 2 cars of each class, this trophy will unlock. This should come naturally naturally through career or at least while working on Jay will be proud!. On PodiumFinish consecutively 10
times on the podium in Career Mode 25.18%Non-Common To unlock this trophy you need to reach at least 3rd place in 10 consecutive races during your career. It is better to look for this trophy as soon as possible. It should be emphasized that only races matter for this trophy. Time trials and arena over-the-airs don't count. The first chance to unlock this trophy is after winning the first race in the Derby
Loung Cup as long as you are on the podium in each previous race. If you realize that you don't get on the podium during a race, just start again by pressing and during the race. Money MoneyEarn 123456 cash in Career mode 17.79%Rare money can only be earned in career and you will get it to win cups, time trials and arena survivors, as well as to earn one or more better pilot rewards and to hit your
opponents. The harder you hit your opponent, the higher your reward will be. Please note that this is cumulative. You can spend your earned money and you don't have to wait until you have the exact amount on your account. This trophy will come naturally as you play through all the events of your career. Below you can see a table that shows you the rewards and how much they are worth. Please note
that the 4 best driver rewards can only be earned once per race. RewardCashTypeBreaker100Best Racer RewardFireworker200Best Racer RewardFastest Lap300Best Racer RewardBulldozer400Best Racer RewardSlam100reward for hitting your opponentPower Hit200reward for hitting your opponentBoom250reward for hitting your opponentSu for Flip300ward for hitting your opponentCrash
Out500ward for hitting your opponentWrecked1000reward for hitting your opponent DestroyerDestroy 20 Online Opponents 8.47%Very rare online multiplayer required just to destroy opponents you have to hit them with your car (or your weapons in Assault mode) until you I'm not without power. This can be done in all types of races (except time trials) and arena modes. The easiest way to get it is in
Deathmatch, as your goal is to destroy your enemies in this mode. If you have an upgrade partner, set up a private match. Take a strong car and let your partner take a weak car. Then simply destroy it 20 times and this trophy will be yours. Paint ShopGet all the skins available for a Derby 40.76% Uncommon car Every car has 5 different skins. The first skin is automatically unlocked when buying a car.
Skins 2-4 are unlocked during the career and to unlock skin number 5 you need to completely update the car. To see how many skins you've already unlocked, go to your garage. In you can see which skins you've already unlocked. FlatOut WayKill Three opponents in the same race (offline) 9.49%Very rare To kill opponents you have to hit them until they are without power. Killing 3 opponents during a race
may not come naturally. It is better to do this during one of the carnage races in FlatOut mode, as this too this to unlock Filthy Rich. Keep focusing on hitting your opponents. They might still want some trying. Alternatively it can also be done in a fast game. Choose Redhook Invitational: Collision Course with 10 laps and a strong car. Remember that you don't need to win, you just have to destroy 3
opponents for this trophy. Keep focusing on that. Driving in the wrong direction and hitting your opponents at full speed will help. No nitroburn speed limit continuously for at least 5 seconds in a 68.75%Common race First of all you have to completely fill the boost bar. This bar is located at the bottom right of the screen. Every time you hit and opponent or a breakable item, as well as every time you jump
your boost bar it will fill up a bit. As soon as you have a full push bar wait until you reach a long straight. Then continue to strengthen by pressing and holding . It can happen that you unlock it together with Recharge!. If you can't upgrade for 5 seconds continuously, upgrade your car's nitro in your garage or buy a better car. FlatOut MasterComplete lightning mode with all gold 5.53%Very rare You need to
earn gold in all 42 events (Stunt, Beat the Bomb, Carnage, Deathmatch and Keep the Flag) to unlock this trophy. There are only a few unlocked events at the beginning. You need to earn a few points during these events by unlocking the remaining ones. You need 2,000,000 points to unlock them all. For details about each mode, see Tips &amp; Strategies. You'll also unlock Road to Glory, Stuntman
Newbie, and Stuntman Master while working on this trophy. Below you can find a video that could help you beat the bomb. For a video that shows you how to earn gold in all acrobatic challenges, go to Stuntman Master.Beat the bomb video guideThane to IBadDriverI for the video. Stuntman MasterComplete all stunts with gold in FlatOut 6.90% Mode Very rare For this trophy you need to get gold in all 12
stunts in FlatOut mode. Stunts can be quite challenging, as you need to understand the exact technique to beat the target score. Plus you'll also need some luck. Remember that you can check your driver after ejecting him and give him an additional boost with . Getting gold in all stunt events will also bring you Stuntman Newbie.Below you can see a golden video for all the stunts that could help you. Stunt
Video GuideThane to IBadDriverI for the video. Speed JunkieComplete Career Mode 7.24%Very rare Trophy depreciation is a bit misleading in this case. Complete means you need to earn gold in each Cup, Time and Arena Survivor in all 3 classes. See Tips &amp; Strategies for more information about these modes and Road Attack for a video that could help you with timed trials. online 25 online races
7.67%Very Rare Online Required Multiplayer Only To unlock this trophy you need to win 25 races reaching the first place while playing online. It should not be done in a single mode as it Rollup. Since winning 25 races can be quite challenging, it is recommended to do so with an upgrade partner in a private game. If you do this in Assault mode, you can also get Let's Play a Game and Lay Waste along the
way. Hot RodUpgrade an AllStar car maximum 11.38%Rare To unlock this trophy you need to buy an AllStar car and you need to upgrade all 6 categories at most. This can be done in your garage under Updates. Each category can be updated multiple times and the better the update, the more expensive it will be. The full upgrade of an AllStar car will cost you about 100,000 cash.
CategoryEffectChassisNauing durability and resistanceExhaustCreate accelerationGearboxIncrease maximum speed but decrease accelerationEngineCreate maximum speed and accelerationNitroIncreases nitroWheels &amp; BrakesIncreases handling Jay will be proud! Buy all cars in the game 3.18%Ultra Rare Grind Buggy Glitch Warning: This trophy is glitch in version 1.03. A workaround for the disk
version is to remove the patch and play on version 1.00 to unlock this trophy. There is not yet a workarounfd known for the digital version. Special thanks FinalFan_VII for taking this issue forward. First of all you need to unlock all the cars by getting Lightning Master and Speed Junkie. After that you need to earn enough money to buy them all. In total you will need at least a million cash (depends on how
much you have invested in updates during your career) to buy them all. This will be a problem, since money can only be earned in career. The easiest way to earn money is to replay the Ace of Race AllStar Cup, which will give you at least 30,000 if you win the full cup, or the ICP corrosive liquid storage time course, which will give you 5,200 each time you beat the golden time. The stopwatch is the fastest
way. You'll easily beat the golden time with a slightly updated car in about 2 minutes (including loading time). However, you will still need a few hours to earn enough money. To save some time, wait until you get at least 100,000 cash on your account at once and make a backup save to the cloud or usb drive before going for Hot Rod. After fully updating an AllStar car, download your backup save again and
buy some cars instead. Gold CrusherDestroy 2000 breakables 45.34%Uncommon Breakables are objects that can be destroyed, such as boxes, marks ... They are destroyed by driving through them with your car. You'll get it pretty early during FlatOut Mode.To see how many unbreakables you've already destroyed, go to the main menu, extras, and then stats. ... But I love it! Destroy 50 opponents (offline)
19.00%Rare opponents can be in all arena races and modes. Your opponents will lose health every time you hit them with your car or when they crash. If you hit them when they have low energy, you will destroy them. This trophy can be natural during Career and FlatOut mode. In case less, it is better to cultivate them in Arena mode. Choose a strong car you keep hitting your opponents. You should get it
in time. DarlingWin a race without crashing (100% Full HP) 51.56%Common This trophy is easier than it looks and you could get it without even trying during one of the time trials. If you finish a time trial without crashing, this trophy will be yours. Don't try to get it during one of the races or Arena.Se're struggling with this, choose a time trial and drive slowly and carefully. You just have to complete the time
trial and you don't have to beat the target time while you're looking for this trophy. Anti-SocialSlam 100 opponents in 7.18% Very Rare Online Required Multiplayer Only As indicated in Money Money, there are several ways you can hit your opponents. The simplest is a Slam, as it only requires hitting your opponent with decent speed. Each time you perform a Slam, SLAM will appear on the left side of the
screen. Keep in mind that when you hit your opponent hard, it could become a Power shot or something else and it won't count towards this trophy. If you often play online competitions, you should have no problem getting 100 slams. This can be easily upgraded in private matches with an upgrade partner. Ready for JunkyardDestroy your car for the first time 82.37%Common Your car will be destroyed if
you crash too often or if they hit you too many times by your opponents. At the bottom right of the screen you can see a small bar indicating the health of your cars. It goes from green to red, and when you run out of energy, it explodes. You will most likely get this trophy while playing one of the Arena modes. Hampster KingWin 15 races in Arena mode 11.52%Rare See Tips &amp; Strategies for information
on how to win different Arena modes. Most likely you will get it by playing in Career and FlatOut mode. Otherwise just play one of those races until the trophy unlocks. It can also be done in fast and online gaming. Baby HampsterComplete your first arena 71.85% common race Consult Tips &amp; Strategies for information on how to win different Arena modes. You'll get it after completing your first career
Arena mode, FlatOut mode, or online. Wreck-FestWreck 5 vehicles during a round in Arena 36.49% Uncommon mode This can come naturally while playing in Career or FlatOut mode. Keep hitting your opponents until they explode. If you manage the wreck of 5 opponents during a round (which can be done easily with a strong car), this trophy will be yours. Otherwise it could also be boosted online in a
private game. Flag ThiefRepress the flag 10 times in Keep flag mode 12.43%Rare First of all you have to let one of your opponents open the flag. Next you have to hit it to the flag. Now let you be hit and your opponent will have the flag again. Then it's up to you to retrieve the flag again. Rinse and repeat this process until this trophy unlocks. Note: This is cumulative and should not be done in a match. You
can increase this online in a private game. The CoyoteWin a race in Assault mode 45.70%Uncommon Assualt Mode appears a few times during some career cups. To win it, you have to finish first. See Tips &amp; Strategies for this mode. It could also be done online. Activate HappyHit 3 cars with the same weapon activated in Assault mode 40.52%Not common This is easier to do at the start of a race in
Assault mode. Just wait till you have enough boost to use Shockwave (you'll see it on the left side of the screen). Next look for 3 or more opponents who drive up close and press + while they are close to them. If you hit 3 at the same time, the trophy will unlock. You waited until you had enough thrust to use one of your weapons. Next drive near an opponent a press + , , or . After hitting your opponent let
your boost fill up and repeat this process with the remaining weapons. We play a GameWin 5 races in Online Assault mode 8.39%Very rare online multiplayer required See only Lay Waste for more information. Lay WasteWin 20 races in Online Assault mode 7.43%Very rare Winning 20 races online in Assault mode can be quite challenging. So it is better to increase it in a private game with an upgrade
partner. Winning a race in Assault mode also counts for the Online Master.For general suggestions on Assault mode see Tips &amp; Strategies. Road AttackBeat time trial with gold in Career mode 35.17%Non-common time trials only appear in career and you have to beat the target time in one of them to unlock this trophy. Each class has four and they're not that hard. Switch to another car or upgrade
yours if you can't beat the target time. Below you can also find a video that shows you how to beat them all. Time trial video guideGrae to IBadDriverI for video. SSSSSSSSSSMOKIN'! Upgrade a car once 72.55%Common As already mentioned under Hot Rod, each car has six categoreis that can be upgraded. This trophy will unlock after you purchase your first upgrade for any of your cars. UndercoverWin
a race with the highest car parts on your car 40.94%Uncommon First of all you need to completely upgrade one of your cars in your garage. Afterwards you need to win a race. The full update of a Derby car will help you with Paint Shop while the full update of an AllStar car will also unlock Hot Rod. Class winnerWin a race in the Derby, Classic, All-Stars 13.21%Rare Classes All you have to do is win a
single race (not a full cup) in each of the 3 career classes. The first chance to unlock this trophy is after winning the first race of the Piece Of Cake AllStar Cup, assuming you have won at least one race in the other classes. That came a surpriseEieni your driver 100 times 44.03%Uncommon Expel your driver by crashing at very high speed during one of the races or pressing during stunts in FlatOut mode.
You should get it easily while playing in Career mode and FlatOut.Se want to know how many times you've already ejected your go to Main Menu, Extras and then to Statistics. Recharge! Empty all nitro for the first time from full to empty 68.71%Unmissable municipality First of all you need to get a complete nitro bar. There are various ways to do this (e.g. hitting your opponents, jumping...) and you can see
your progress on the blue bar at the bottom right of the screen. Do everything you need to get a full bar and wait for a long straight. Then continue to power up by pressing and holding until the bar is empty. This could be one of the first trophies you will get in the game. It could be that you will unlock without speed limits at the same time. Crash Forest, Crash! Drive a total distance of 500 miles 21.59%Not
common This is cumulative and should not be done with a car or in a mode. After driving a distance of 500 miles (800 kilometers) this trophy will unlock. To see your actual distance head to the extras from the main menu and then to Statistics.Don't worry if you don't have the trophy yet when you have just over 500 miles (800 kilometers). Shows the full distance, including the flight distance. You need to
subtract the flight distance from the total distance to get the guided distance. AirForce OneJump at least 100m long with your 44.86%Uncommon Unmissable car You don't have to worry about this trophy as it will naturally unlock throughout your career. There are plenty of opportunities where you jump more than 100m and the chances are high that this will be one of your first trophies. Just look for a jump
and try to increase as much as possible before. In most cases you will jump much more than 100 m. It's just the beginningComplete your first career cup 82.06%Common This trophy will unlock as soon as you have completed your first career Derby Rookie Cup. Please note that completing means winning in this case. Filthy RichScore over 100,000 in a 7.25%Very Rare race This is one of the most difficult
trophies in the game and may not come naturally. Continue to play one of the Carnage levels in FlatOut mode until you reach the required score. Try to kill as many opponents as possible during a single race as this will give you a lot of points and help you unlock FlatOut Way and ... But I love him!. See Tips &amp; Strategies for general information about Carnage. Genius or Lucky? Getting the perfect
score in a 9.91%Very Rare Perfect aerobatic score means achieving the exact amount of points needed to earn the gold medal at one of the events. It is better to do this during the finnish Pin bravado, since this is the only stunt where you can not reach more points than necessary for gold. See Stuntman Master for a video that could help you with this. In Keep Flag, a flag is placed in the center of the arena.
You or get it from one of your opponents. After that you are not allowed to lose it for 66 seconds consecrated. Try to keep driving in a circle around the wall and avoid clashing with your opponents. An easier way to get this trophy is to online in a private game. SurviMinatorBe both Survivor and Eliminator at the same time in 5 Arena Deathmatches 7.08%Very Rare As the trophy description says, you must
have survived and eliminated at the same time during five different Deathmatch arenas. You can't do it 5 times in the same race. To become a Survivor you have to stay alive longer than anyone else. To become a Eliminator, you must have more kills than anyone else. You can check if you have survived and/or deleted them by pressing . If you are both, the sign that appears next to your name will be
exactly similar to the one in the trophy image. If you are struggling with this, you can increase online in a private game. Just kill your upgrade partner and let the time run out. Repeat this 5 times and the trophy will be yours. PS4 46 Trophies • 1,350 points
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